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Readers Advisory
Salt Houses by Hala Alyan ^*
Fun Home by Alison Bechdel #*
The Magpie Lord by KJ Charles ^*
Blacktop Wasteland by S.A. Cosby ^#*
Before the Coffee Gets Cold by Toshikazu Kawaguchi ^*
Only When It’s Us by Chloe Liese ^*
The Wolf & the Woodsman by Ava Reid ^
Murder on the Red River by Marcie R. Rendon ^*

Reference
Paula by Isabel Allende #^*
Barking Up the Wrong Tree by Eric Barker ^*
Tastes Like War by Grace M. Cho ^
Feels Like Home by Lauren Liess ^*
Antiman by Rajiv Mohabir ^
Nujeen by Nujeen Mustafa #^
Music Is History by Questlove ^*
Beautiful Country by Qian Julie Wang *

Teen + Youth
Once Upon an Eid, edited by S.K. Ali & Aisha Saeed ^*
The Firekeeper’s Daughter by Angeline Boulley ^#^*
Allergic by Megan Wagner Lloyd ^#^*
Tristan Strong Punches a Hole in the Sky by Kwame Mbalia ^*
Cemetery Boys by Aiden Thomas ^#^*
Iron Widow by Xiran Jay Zhao ^*

# Disponible en línea | ^ Available via Hoopla | * Available via Libby
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Títulos en español

Inquebrantables by Daniel Habif ^*
La buena suerte by Rosa Montero *
Museo *
¿Y ahora qué? by Lisa Owens *

Audiovisual

After the Storm ^*
Aparajito *
We Are by Jon Batiste ^
The Chambermaid #^*
Chico & Rita #^*
Court *
Entre Nos #^*
Hunt for Wilderpeople ^*
I Am Not a Witch ^*
Ikiru *
Ixcanul #*
Rafiki ^*
Sour by Olivia Rodrigo ^
Spencer #*
Viola *
The Watermelon Woman *

#: Subtitulado/Doblado en español
^ Available via Hoopla | * Available via Libby / Kanopy